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The tool is particularly useful for those who want to convert coordinates between the decimal degree
and degrees, minutes and seconds. The tool has been designed to suit all types of user, being easy to
use for newcomers and can be tailored according to the required level of experience. Users can have
their positions saved and re-opened easily using the history feature. It is possible to navigate and
zoom the map by clicking and dragging with your mouse. The program can be set to automatically
save searches to history every n minutes. Its intuitive interface includes a toggle to show/hide the
map, world map or compass. The tool comes with a simple task panel and other options to show the
decimal degree or decimal degree and degrees, minutes and seconds mode. Features: Convert
latitude and longitude values between the decimal degree and decimal degree and degrees, minutes
and seconds format. Easy to use for both newcomers and experienced users. History of search
positions. Very useful tool to convert coordinates between the DMS and DD format. Record search
positions to history. Toggling between the decimal degree and decimal degree and degrees, minutes
and seconds mode. It is possible to navigate and zoom the map by clicking and dragging with your
mouse. The program comes with a simple task panel and other options to show the decimal degree
or decimal degree and degrees, minutes and seconds mode. The tool comes with a simple interface
and is not overloaded with options. System Requirements: Windows 7 and up. Home or Professional.
.NET Framework 4.0. How to Crack? Install the setup and launch it. Click on the Run option and hit
OK. Once the download is finished, the application will start and a Crack Window will pop up. Run
the setup file and follow instructions. When all the updates are done, close the program. Keep it
installed for further use. Troubleshoot? If you get any error, uninstall the application and then try
again. Some of the features of this application may require user to enter username, password and/or
the email address so that the user can register themselves with the application. How to activate the
license key of this application? Use the serial key of this application and enter it into the License
Activation screen to activate the application.
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Create and edit text macro for any application in any form to open and edit text. Like adding,
deleting text, changing fonts, adding paragraphs. KeyMacro is fastest and easiest way to create
macros and automate boring task for you. System Requirements: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows
8.1, Windows 7 Includes the most powerful, easiest and fastest automatic text replacement tool on
the market! The ability to modify ANY text! Automatically change Text to Different Words, Text to
RichText and Replace Normal Text with Emoticons or Special Symbols! Instant Index Tool is a small,
simple and effective utility designed to make your life easier by creating search index of file systems
and folders. No installation is required, and it can be used with any version of Windows. This
program is so simple that even a child can use it. All you have to do is to select one or more folders
and press a button. The index is created instantly. You can manage it, organize it and replace text in
it with different set of symbols, numbers, letters or anything else. Just a few clicks and your indexed
files will look like new! Do you want to find out if your computer is safe or not? Here is a free utility
that allows you to quickly scan your hard disk for infections. It can scan your system and check its
security settings. The software has a convenient user interface and a wide range of options. Just



install and run it to scan your PC. It will take some minutes to perform a full scan. Free online multi-
platform database to help you manage your data. Accurately import, link, export, check, and manage
your data. Designed for Windows 8 and Windows Phone 7/8/RT. Easily add and manage data by
importing your own and linking your Facebook, Twitter, Gmail and more accounts to your data.
ArcGIS Explorer helps you to view your maps, projections, layers and other data by using the new
tabbed interface. Its goal is to bring ArcGIS Explorer up to date with new features. Features: *
Improved: Ease of navigation * Improved: Map Control * New: Swipeable Map View * New: Right-
click on Map View * New: Line drawing tool * New: Zoom to Layer view * New: Pause * New:
Multiple Panes * New: Minimized Map View * New: Advanced Map View * New: Help Button
2edc1e01e8
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Gps Coordinate Converter is a desktop application you can use to convert coordinates between the
degrees, minutes and seconds (DMS) and decimal degree (DD) format. It has an embedded map and
keeps track of your past searches. Modern UI app for touch-supported devices This is a Metro app
specially designed for desktops, tablets, notebooks and laptops running Windows 8, 8.1 and 10, even
devices with touch support, thanks to the fact that its buttons can be tapped. Convert coordinates
from one format to another Wrapped in a Modern UI, the tool has a light theme, large buttons and a
straightforward layout. You can enter the degrees, minutes and seconds, then click the calculator
button to perform the conversion instantly and find out the latitude and longitude values in decimal
format. Also, you can switch the conversion mode from decimal degree to degrees, minutes and
seconds mode, toggle road, aerial and bird's eye view, zoom in and out of the map, as well as
navigate by clicking and dragging with your mouse. View history with past searches Gps Coordinate
Converter records searches to history with the latitude and longitude showed in both decimal degree
and degrees, minutes and seconds format. As far as general settings are concerned, you can disable
tapping on the world map, as well as prevent map points from being added to history. It's also
possible to take a screenshot and share it using another Modern UI app you have installed, such as
Microsoft OneNote or Twitter. Simple application for converting coordinates All things considered,
Gps Coordinate Converter offers a straightforward solution and approachable options for converting
coordinates between the DMS and DD format with little effort on your behalf, showing a world map
with the position and recording searches to history. It's free and can be easily used by anyone. Get it
now to convert coordinates between the DMS and DD format for free! Today I want to show you a
nice looking app for Windows Phone 8, with which you can monitor all known emergency services
around the world, depending on their specific location and type, in near real time (i.e. no more than
30 seconds). In a nutshell, it's more than a widget. It really acts as an app, with each call being a
notification. You can enable/disable each type of service. Not only that, but you also have a central
place to see all incoming calls and notifications and use those for your own contact information. GPS
Call
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What's New In Gps Coordinate Converter?

With Gps Coordinate Converter you can convert degrees, minutes and seconds from any location to
decimal degree and vice-versa. The application can be used to translate GPS coordinates with the
DMS and DD (decimal degree) formats and has a real-time calculation engine. Key features: - You
can quickly convert decimal degree coordinates from degrees, minutes and seconds. - View your
conversions to history. - Connect to internet and download relevant data. - View a map with the
location shown in both DMS and DD format. - Calculate the distance between two coordinates in the
DMS and DD formats. - Make your own conversions. - Help to navigate using the map. - Includes a
bird's eye view, aerial and road view. - Includes links to download relevant data. What's New *
Added support for displaying location in both DD and DMS format on world map and selecting which
format to use during conversion. * Showing your location as a marker on the map is now possible on
tablets. * A search box has been added to the main window. * You can now select the size of the
location markers. Known issues * On tablets, the map might be displayed differently in landscape
mode than in portrait mode. * There are known compatibility issues with some USB devices on
Windows 7. MapPoint is a free application that lets you navigate your favorite destinations by
converting between degrees, minutes and seconds (DMS) and decimal degree (DD) coordinates. It
has an embedded map and keeps track of your past searches. Desktop app for touch-supported
devices This is a desktop application specially designed for desktop, tablets, notebooks and laptops
running Windows 8, 8.1 and 10, even devices with touch support, thanks to the fact that its buttons
can be tapped. Convert coordinates from one format to another Wrapped in a Modern UI, the tool
has a light theme, large buttons and a straightforward layout. You can enter the degrees, minutes
and seconds, then click the calculator button to perform the conversion instantly and find out the
latitude and longitude values in decimal format. Also, you can switch the conversion mode from
decimal degree to degrees, minutes and seconds mode, toggle road, aerial and bird's eye view, zoom
in and out of the map, as well as navigate by clicking and dragging with your mouse. View history
with past searches Gps Coordinate Converter records searches to history with the latitude and
longitude showed in both DMS and DD format. As far as general settings are concerned, you can
disable tapping on the world map, as well as prevent map points from being added to history. It's
also possible to take a screenshot and share it using another Modern UI app you have installed, such
as Microsoft OneNote or Twitter. Simple application



System Requirements For Gps Coordinate Converter:

Supported OS: Windows XP SP3 or newer Processor: Intel Pentium II 266Mhz or newer Memory:
2MB for the Game Graphics: 64MB VRAM Sound Card: Sound Blaster 16 Hard Drive: 6MB free
space Game Requirements: OS: Windows XP SP3 or newer Hard Drive: 6
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